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EUROPE – Highlight: Rain In The West
 Moderate to heavy rain boosted soil moisture for winter wheat and rapeseed in France and England.
 Locally heavy showers in Spain benefited wheat and barley establishment.
MIDDLE EAST – Highlight: Drought Expanding, Bitter Cold In Iran
 Intensifying drought in Turkey has left soils devoid of moisture for proper winter grain establishment.
 The drought has expanded southeast across the eastern Mediterranean Coast into Iraq and Iran.
 In western Iran, bitter cold and a lack of protective snow cover likely caused some burnback or
winterkill to drought-afflicted wheat and barley.
NORTHWEST AFRICA – Highlight: Much-Needed Rain In Morocco
 Heavy rain in Morocco eased drought concerns and improved soil moisture for winter grain planting.
FSU – Highlight: Dry And Cold
 Dry weather allowed the Ukraine corn harvest to near completion.
 Colder-than-normal weather ushered winter wheat in southern-most crop areas into dormancy.
SOUTH ASIA – Highlight: Rabi Crop Planting
 Wheat, rapeseed, and groundnut sowing in India outpaced last year under seasonably warm, dry
conditions.
 Rainfall in Sri Lanka maintained adequate short-term moisture supplies for rice.
EAST ASIA – Highlight: Bitter Cold In Parts Of Eastern China
 An arctic blast descended onto winter crop areas in eastern China, forcing wheat and some rapeseed
into early dormancy.
 Showers in southern China maintained favorable soil moisture for rapeseed, sugarcane, and seasonal
vegetables, while light snow boosted soil moisture reserves for dormant wheat on the North China
Plain.
SOUTHEAST ASIA – Highlight: Tropical Storm Tokage
 Tropical Storm Tokage enhanced monsoon rainfall across much of the Philippines, boosting soil
moisture and irrigation supplies for winter rice and corn.
AUSTRALIA – Highlight: Some Rain In The Southeast, Dry Elsewhere
 In the southeast, early-week rain slowed wheat, barley, and canola maturation and harvesting.
 Dry weather throughout the remainder of the wheat belt helped winter crop harvesting gain momentum.
 In the northeast, warm, sunny weather favored cotton and sorghum emergence and establishment.
SOUTH AMERICA – Highlight: Drier Conditions Prevailed In Argentina And Southern Brazil
 Dry, occasionally warm weather favored corn and soybean planting in Argentina.
 In Brazil, seasonal showers overspread northern soybean and cotton areas, but drier weather
prevailed farther south, reducing moisture for soybeans and corn.
SOUTH AFRICA – Highlight: Beneficial Rain Continued Across The Corn Belt
 Early summer crop planting prospects remained overall favorable.

